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Si/Sio.sGeo= AND ]~4C/B~)C QUANTUM WELLS THERMOELECTRIC FOR 
DIESEL ENGINES 

S. G h a m a t y  and  N. Eisner 
Hi-Z T e c h n o l o g y ,  San  D iego,  Ca l i fo rn ia ,  U.S.A.  

ABSTRACT BACKGROUND 

The electronic and thermal properties of bulk 
materials are altered when they are incorporated 
into quantum wells. Two-dimensional quantum 
well~'have be~n .~vnthesizL~ by alternating layers 
of B~C and B~C in one system and alternating 
layers of Si and Sio~Ge0= in anolheraystem. Such 
nanostructures are being investigated ae 
candidate thermoelectric materials for high figu ms 
of merit (Z). The predicted enhancement is 
attributed to the confined motion of charge carriers 
and phonons in the 1we dimen¢ioneand separating 
them from the ion s~attering centers. 

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and sputtering 
techniques h~ve been used to prepare these 
mult~layer films. Films have been deposited on 
single.crystal silicon substrates. The c~ and p 
properties of these films have been determined 
over a broad range of temperatures from 4.2K to 
1200K =~nd were previously reported. The (x~/p 
values for these P typ~ B-C and N .type SiGe films 
were more than a factor of 10 to 30 times higher 
than bulk P type B-O and N type SiEie. 

Thermoelecldo materials are utilized 1or power 
generation in remote locations, on spacecraftused 
for interplanetary exploration, and it= pla~es where 
waste heat can be recovered. Broader usage is 
limited by" tile efficiency of present systems and 
the power-specific cost (.%~N} of power generation. 
Materiels with a Z'1"~-6 can lead to a factor of 2 to 3 
improvement in thermodynamio eftlciengy. Recall 
that the thermodynamic efficiency, =1, of a 
thermoelectric power generator is 

O) 

where M is defined as 

(2) 

Recently', thermal conductivities have also been 
measured with a mo~fied ~r~ method. The room 
temperature thenmal oondu~v~ty of 8i and 
Sio.~Ge=~ were also encouraging srnalter, and 
about one third (lJ~) of the bulk values and in line 
with theoretical predictions. The pedormance ot 
the MBE films have been systematically compared 
with bulk materials. Preliminary lhs~moelectric 
rneasumments of the multilayer structures, lead us 
to believe that significant gains ]n the 
thermoelectric figure of merit (Z) maybe possible 
with this approach. 

The first quantum well thermoelectric couple with 
N-type Si/Sio.Geo= and P-type 8~C/B~C was 
fabricated from these films. The test results 
generated continue to indicate that m~ch higher 
thermoelectric efficiencies can be achieved in the 
quantum wells compared to the bulk materials. 
Also, the potential cost of fabricating quantum well 
modules will be discussed and are expected to be 
much lower lhan present bulk thermoeleclric 
module on a cosVwaR basis. 

and Y, is the absolute temperature at the hot 
junction and T= is the absolute temperature at the 
cold junction. To  achieve a high efficiency with a 
power generator, the overall figure of merit for the 
device. 7__, must be high. The figures of merit of 
the thermoelectric m~erials used to construct the 
device must also be high. For a specific material, 
Z is defined as: 

z - "  (s) 

where o is the 81ectdcal conductivity, u is 1he 
Seebeck coefficient, K~ is the phonon contribution 
tothethermalconductivity, and K~is the electTonlc 
contribution tothe thermal conductivity. Nolo that 
K~ is also known as KL, the lattice thermal 
conductivity. Much of the effort to improve Z over 
~he past 20-30 years has focused on attempts to 
reduce K L without adveme[y affe~tingthe el~J~rim~l 
conductivity. Some success has been achieved 
with solid-solution alloying. Further reductions in 
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K~ have been achieved by reduoing the grain size 
of silicon-germanium alloys, however, this 
approaoh is still in its infancy and the potential 
benefit is believed to be relatively small. 

Mu[t~lsyer films of B4C/B~C and Si/Si0~Qe0,~ are 
being investigated as a means of achieving 
high 7. Models based upon quantum mechanics 
prec~t that such structures al~uld have an 
unusually high Z. [1-5]. The quar~tum-wstt (QW) 
layer is sandwiched between two barrier layers. 
Typically, the QW material has a very narrow band 
gap and the barrier material has a relatively large 
bend gap, Moleoular beam ep~axy (MBE) and 
sputtering have been employed to fabricate the 
samples. 

For power applications, th~ concern is that the 
above materials will i'zter-diffuss at some elevated 
temperature and lose their two-dimension 
struuture ~rKl uu.~uciated quantum well properties, 
For pow~.r genm'atlon applieation~, B-C and Si~=~ 
ali~ys appeared to be the 10est in ,  at selection for 
the following reasons: 

• B-G havevenJ low diffusion coefficient~ in one 
another. 

Si a ~  Ge have very low diffusion coefficients 
in one anolher, The dopants boron and 
phosphorous however can diffuse much 
quicker and hig~ temperature aging studies 
will be necessar~to determine how long these 
films will remain stable at the anticipated 
operating temperatures. 

B-G as well as 8i~e alloys do not have to be 
deposited in an exact stoichiemetry to be 
useful thermoelectric materials, 

Since stoichiometry is no', critical, the 
deposition process can be conduc'~d with less 
critical controls. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

G and p M~surements  

Room temperature resistivities were measu red on 
samples using the following method: the current 
was introduced at the ends of a long, rectangular 
cut sample and the voltage probes were near the 
center of lhe tesl specimen. The resistar~e was 
obtained from the v~ltage drop, and the resistivity 
was calculated by knowing the cross-sectional 
are~ of the bar ~=nd the distance between the two 
voltage probes (ASTM F-48). 3-he Allesi 
instrument, which uses pressure contacls, was 
used as the voltage probas in 1his case. 

The high temperature c< and p of the films were 
measured in asystem at HI-Z and the results have 
been published previously [4, 5]. The electrical 
resist iv~s of the samp3es were measured as a 
function of temperature from 800K to 1200K using 
a Linear Research LR400 4-wire bridge operating 
at 16Hz. Electrical corrtact to the films was made 
by" wrapping nickel wire around the sample, and 
bonding the wires to the surface with silver paint. 
The thermocouple leads were held to the surface 
of the sample with the nickel wires, and bonded in 
plac~ with the silver ioainL Currents for the 
measurements were in the range of I to 100 mA, 

Thermal Gonductivity 

Room temperaturethermal conductlvityof 8l/SIGe 
quantum well films were measured by the 300- 
method. These measurements were done on two 
different groups of samples with similar results, 
The results are listed in T~b]e 1, The bulk ~iGe 
thermal condu~Pcity rne.~gurPA in this modified 3o) 
apparatus (Figure 1) ~elded values within -10% of 
published data. 

In order to obtain the thermal K in the plane 
direction (along the film) the film has to be 
instrumented on the edge as illustrated in the 
Figure 1. Va]ues obtained by this techKque 
(Table 1) indicate a ]arge decrease (factor of 3) in 
K~.r~for the for the ~/'SiGe quantum wells versus 
bulk mater~!. These types of reduction in lhermal 
conductivities are not unique and have also been 
observed by other k'westigators i n  other 
superlattices. For example Yao [8] and Yu [9] 
reported almost an order of magnitude reduction 
in Kl,~,.., of QaAs/A1As quantum wells compared 
to the bulk value: Also Chen ]'10] presented e 
thermal cooductivity's model in supedattices which 
predioted a similar reduction in ~:~.p~ of SVGe 
quantum wells. 

A ~ w ~  

haveb~put 

po~ed Io 1-2 
era ~ 

enct #~ccme~ed 
for3e.radf~ 

Figure 1. In Plane l'l'mrmal Conductivity 
3-u Method. 

-& 
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Table 1, Thermal Conductivity of Si/Si Ge Film by 3m-method 

P-type Si Ge 

N-type Si Ge 

, , ,  ,,, 

O.05B 

0.051 

1,5 

0.0129 

0.0135 

0.01 

N and P Coup/e 

A B,C/BsC-SI/,.RIGe P-N couple (shown in Figure 2) 
with low contact resis~nce was fabricated and the 
results appear very promising. Each leg= in this 
soupie consists of a square of 1000A thi~k 
multilayer of B4C/BoC (P type) and Si/SIE~e (N type) 
films. The films are deposited on 0.5 mm thick 
silicon substrata that is approximately lcmxlcm. 
At a AT,,50°C (Tcou-40°C and Th=-90°C), the 
voltage measured on this couple was - 0.1 Volts. 
The contact resistance was a few ohms whie.h was 
venj low compared to the total resistance of the 
couple which was approximately 20 kQ. This is 1he 
resistance of the films and does not include the Si 
substrata [4, 5]. The results are tabulated in the 
Table 2. Efficiency was obtained as follows: {i} 
Power dat~, c~ and p, were measured at a Tr= = 
90°C and Tcou = 40°C. {ii} The Z for the ;ouple, 
over the AT = 90ol3 - 40~C, was calculated using 
bulk thermal K property data. {iii} Efficiency was 
then calculated using the formulas I through 3. 

c==~m== cz=~ 

lii l 

/ \ 

i=igum 2. Schematic of P-N couple 
test f'grture, 

These values of voltage and resistance give a 
ms.tched load power of about 0.125 pW (micro- 
Watts} for the couple at a T=~40°C and 
T,==90°C. At these same tempera.~res and 
dimensions a bulk BI~Te~ couple produces only 
0.01 pW, a bulk I~C,-SiGe couple produces only 
0.004 pW, and a bulk 8iQe couple produces G.02 

pW. Therefore the B=C/BgC-SV$IGe P-N couple 
p~duces about ten times more power, than the 
bulk B~e couple and about thirty times more 
power than bulk E~C-SiEie couple. Although th_is 
couple was fabricated with thin films (only 1000A), 
Hi-Z hopes to duplica.te these results with much 
thicker films (100,000,~) on a thinner or insulating 
substrata. Silicon substrates with thicknesses of 
5pro (micro-mete0 and 10pro are available 
commercially as are insulating substrates like 
Kapton. If fabrication of thick films on these 
substrates is successful then a lcm×lcm couple, 
like the one described above, would procluce 
1250pW of power at a AT---50°C. The final goal is 
to fabricate and measure the properties of these 
thicker P-N couples on very thin or insulating 
substrates. 

THERMOELECTRIC FOR DIESEL ENGINES 

The auxiliary power requirements for heavy-duty 
trucks continues to in~.rease. This will be 
p=u'ticularly true when the power required to 
operate systems to reduce NO~ and particulates 
=re introduced. If something is not done to 
reduce the engine auxiliary power load, these 
cleanup ~systems could essentially double the 
auxiliary power requirements which wgl result in a 
significant increase fuel consumption. 

Hi-Z has been working for several years to 
develop a system that can reuse the waste 
energy available in the engine's exhaust to 
provide the auxiliary power forthe Iruok [11]. The 
system we are currently testing Is shown in 
Figure 3 mounted on a class 8 truce In place of 
the muffler. This generator uses thermoelectric 
modules made of bismuth-telluride to convert the 
exhaust heat directly to I kW of electricity with an 
efficiency of about 5%. A study o! replacing 1he 
alternator with a lkW thermoelectric generator 
completed in 1992 [12] showed that while the 
projected cost at the l kW thermoelectric 
generatGr is more than a comparable alternator, 
the break even time for a class eight truck using 
such a system should be about two ye=rs in the 
United States and about eight months overseas. 
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Figure 3. lkW Thenmoelectric Ger~erator 
Installed on a Class 8 Truck 

This study only considered replacing the 
altemmtor. However, 1here are gains in fu~l 
economy to be made if some of the other engire 
driven auxiliaries can be replaced by electric 
driven components whose power is defied from 
waste heat rathsr than from the engine shaft. 

These auxiliary devices could include the fan, 
power steering, power brakes, air compressor, 
Me, and particulate cleanup =ystems, and possibly 
air conditioning. 

Figure 4 is ~ energy diagram for a typical 
present-day (96) Dimsel engine. This figure also 
shows the same engine with a 5% efficient 
thermoelectric generator. One seas  that the 
efficiency of the engine is incre=sed =lrnost two 
percentage points using the thermoelectric 
generator. 

One has two choices to reduce the break even 
limes. The first is to reduce the cost of the 
generator components and the seGond is to 
increase the system conversion efficiency. 

Reducing component cost is difficult to do by itself. 
It can be more easily achieved, howe~,er, when the 
Gonvepsion eflioien~;y is in~reassrJ bucause one 
needs to transfer and ~envert less energy to 
provide the same output power. This results in 
fewer, smaller, end, therefore, cheaper 

J J c c m ~  tJ 
! .tl~ 

96 ENd, INF. 

F_MGINE WITH 2 ~  TE~ 

S6 E N O ~  ~ ~); TE8 

Figure 4. Energy Diagram for g6 Engine with TheffnoeleclHc Generator 
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components are required which should resuit in a 
lower cost and, therefore, a ~horter break-even 
time. 

Hi-Z is approachin~ th~ problem of increasing 
system efficiency in two ways. The first is a neat 
term program which should bear fruit within the 
next few months and the second is a long term 
program wl~ich may require several years to 
complete. 

Near Term 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena 
reoently announced [13] the development of zinP 
antimonide (l~Zn4Sba). 1"he figure of merit ('Z) for 
several ~orwentional P-type thermoelectric 
matedals including zinc-antimon!de are shown as 
a function of temperatu re in Figu re 5. One can see 
that the Z for zinc-antimonide is higher than that 
for bismuth telluride above about 125 ° C. Since the 
energy conversion is proportional to the area 
under the ZT curve, the use of a P-type 
thermoelectric element made of a combination of 
bismuth-tetluride on the. cold end and zinc- 
antimonide on the hot end holds promise for a 
higher, greater conversion efficiancythan using F- 
type blsmuth-tellurlde alone in the 250 to 3O0*C 
range. 

. . . . . .  

~L=RAI'~Ft~ ~ K~ 

Figure 5. Figure of Merit Vs. Temperature 
for Several Thermoelectric Methods 

HI-Z ar~cl JPL are cumsntly working on a program 
funded by DARPA to segment P-type zine- 
antirnordde and P-type bismuth-teiluride to 
optimize the system conversion efficiency,. If this 
program is successful,, the module conversion 
efficiency will increase from 5% to about 7% 
which represents a 40% increase. 

Lon 9 Term 

Hi-Z has been developing multilayer quantum well 
(MLQW) thermoelectriGs for severaJyears. These 
materials consist of very thin (100A) alternating 
layers of materials wr.h two different electron band 

gaps. When properly fabricated, the resulting 
material has very much improved thermoelectric 
prbperdas compared to the same basic material 
made by conventional bulk methods. 

Two types of MLQW systems have been 
discovered to date and both are now being 
develop~=d under contracts to DOE. These 
systems are the silicon-germanium MLQW [14] 
and the boron carbon MLQW [1~. The silioon- 
germanium MLQW data indicate theywill be used 
forcooling applications while boron carbon MLQW 

• Indicate they are good lor power production. The 
boron carbon MLQW will be discussed first. 

One of the problems that remain to be solved with 
the boron-carbon MLQW is that it can only b~ 
made as a P-type material. We are currentJy 
investigating other materials system to see if we 
can develop an N-type MLQW material with high 
temperature capability similar to that of the boron- 
carbon MLQW. 

A conventionai N-type bulk alloy such as bismuth- 
telluride can beused with the P-type boron-carbon 
MLQW rnatedais to form the required couples. 
This wilt not result in conversi(~n efficiencies as 
high as a system which uses both N-  and P-type 
MLQW, however, the theoretical conversion 
ef f~n~ies are still significantly higher than that 
provided by a system which uses only 
conventional bulk alloys. The current estimate is 
that a thermoelectric conversion system which " 
uses a boron-cordon MLCIW for the P legs and 
conventional bismuth-tellur|de for the N leg will 
have a conversion efficiency of about 20%. 

The energybalance diagram shown in Figure 4 is 
forapresent day (96) engine and athermoelectdc 
generatorwith a 20% energy conversion efficiency 
which can be achieved using the MLQW 
technology. In this case the overall energy 
effiGienGy is improved by a little over 7 pementage 
poirrls or 17.7% compared to the standard engine. 

Figure 6 shows the energy, balance for a 
conventional LE 55 engine. Since there is less 
energy content in the exhaust of the LE 55 than 
the present day (g6) engine, less energy is 
available for conversion. However, the inclusion of 
a thermoelectric generator w~th 20% efficiency 
would still improve the effioiency of the LE 55 by 
over7 percentage points or 1£.7%, as shown in 
Figure 6. 
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LEC~.EN~NE 

LESSEI~-~EW~'RS'~TE~ 

LE.~  F.NG,WE WffH 20~ QW TEG 

Figure 6. Energy Diagram of LE 55 ]Engine 

It appe=rs pos..~le that the conversion efficiency 
of e MLQW device could be as high as 40% ff a 
high temperature N-type materi~.ls can be 
identified. If that does happen, then the energy 
balance for the LE 55 with an advenc, ed 
thermoelectric generator could be as shown in 
Figure 6. This eneroy balance shows a potenlia| 
efffcienc~ improvement of almost 10 peme~age 
points o r  18% over the LE 55's nominal 55 pement 
efficiency. 

development. Incorporation of these new 
thermoelectric materials should lead to e 
slgnificant improvement in overall engine efficiency 
as well as a shorter break-even time. While the 
improvements expected are greater .when 
thermoelect'r~s are applied to present day 
engines, it will also significantly improve the 
efficiency of the advar~cecl LE 55 engine. 

Gost of Quantum Well Module 

Conc/tJs/on 

The overall engine efficiency of large Diesel 
engines can be improved by adding a 
thermoelectric generatQr t~ ~onvert aorne of the 
energy available in the exhaust to useful electric 
energy. The overall percentage improvements 
which can be expected from current materials is 
tow. However, new materials are being developed 
which can lead to sign'n"mant improvements irt 
overall engine efficiency over the next several 
years. Some of these materials will be avai[abl~ 
within a few months while more advanced 
matbrials will require several years of 

Cost of a generator with 30w~, conversion efficiency 
modules will be about 10% of a generator with 5% 
conversion eff•iency moduk~s as it is shown in 
Figure 7. Conversely, for generators of the same 
size, lho power output of a gener=tor with 30% 
com.~rsion effidlercy modutes wi11 be about 10 
times that of a generator with 5% conversion 
effio:ency modules. 
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Low ~P Electrostatic Diesel Engine Nozzles 

A. J. Kelly 
Charged Injection Corporation 

Introduo~on 

To the extent that diesel engine performance and 
emissions behavicr ere controlled by atomization 
and mixing, the involvement of electrostatic effects 
will most assuredly provide a suite of options 
unavailable by any other means, MostimportanUy, 
these options h~ve yet to b~ explored much less 
exploited, it is an interestin~ commentary on the 
slate of diesel engine research to note that the 6rst 
electrosta•c nozzle has yet to be operated In even 
a =ingle cylinder tG~ engine. This is ~,II the more 
striking in light of a robust sdentJfic, technology 
and engineering base thatexists forth ese nozzles; 
at3aseshowing notonlyl~atthere isnofundamenta| 
impediment to adaptation but that it represents 
=dro0-in" technology to boot, 

Mounting evidence, as exemplified by the recent 
work of , ~ ' ¢ s  {1), implicates mixing asthe primary 
f~rJor controlling diesel ¢~ombustlon. Contrary to 
conventional wisdom, atomizalion can no longer 
be considered! to be ~e  absolute determinant of 
fuel utilization. While all diesel al~nnizers provide 
adequsbe atomization, proper mixing certainly is 
the neoessary and sufficient condition for 
vaporization and combustion, and may well be the 
dominant lab.,tot for emissions control. In light of 
this, ¢onsidemtlon must be given to elect~ostatio 
atomization. Even if its other attributes are 
neglected, the hallmark of this process - vigorous 
droplet ~elf-dispersion and ettendant mixing - has 
to be co naidered in the questfor emissions control. 

Quite bluntly, the purpose of this talk/paper is to 
challengel~e enginecommunity to at leastconsider 
the use of electrostatic atomization; its neglect to 
date is inexplicable and can no longer be juslif'c=d 
on any rational baeis. 

EleGlb-ostatic Atomization 

A ser~e of the inherently' unique options provided 
by'dectrostafic atomization .for enhanced fuel;air 
mixing, and an appreciation of boy/electrical forces 
can contributetathe detailed control of combustion, 
cen be garnered from consideration of the charged 
Jet-A plume depicted in Figure 1. For reference 
purposes, plume scale can be inferred by noting 

that the single orifice ~=omizer, shown at the top of 
the image, is two centimeters in diameter. 

Figure 1. Charged 0.9 mL/s Jat-A Plume. 
l ~ u i n g  From a 250 ~nn Diameter Orifice, 
7 kV Input Voltage, -2  IJA Current. 

First, and most obviously, this and all charged 
droplet plumes differs from conventional, 
uncha~ged plumes insofar as a =spray cone 
angle* cannot be defined. In fact, the finest 
droplets generated dose to the atomizer are 
not imaged, but actually are projected 
sideways at greater than 180 =. A portion of 
theee highly charged fines return to wet the 
grounded atomizer. 

Second, droplet end plume development is purely 
elecCostatic in nature. In the absence of 
electrical energization, the Jet-A issues as a 
straight, columnar sbream from the 250 pJ'n 
diameter orifice. 

Third, the atomization process is exceptionally 
efficient. Both atomization and dispersion are 
produced by approximately 14rnW of electrical 
input energy, con'espondlng to the 7 kV input 
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voltage and a spray cun'en', o f - 2  ~LA. The 
hydraulic energy associated with the two 
atmosphere (-200 I¢Pa, 30 pst) pressure <~rop 
~imply serves to move ~he Jet-A through the 
device: it does not contribute to atomization 
nor does it aid dispersal This is vividly 
illus~ated by tl~abilityofthis deviceto operate 
at pressure differentials below 50 kPa (5 psi). 

Fourth. theatomizer casals grounded; atomiza~on 
and dispersal is solely due to the free elec~c 
charge in the exiting fluid. In fact, the electric 
field imposed by charg~ trapped in the fluid is 
limited by the background atmosphere 
breakdown strength. Fortuitously, increased 
background pressure serves toelevate break 
down strength, permitting more charge to be 
impartedtothefluid. Consequent, increasing 

• background pressure resuitsin smalterdrol~let 
sizes, and enhanc~=d dispersal. In addition, 
the droplet slze distttbution,w~|ch is |nherenUy 
narrower than oonventior, elly generated 
sprays, further narrows with Pressure. 

Fifth, droplet surface charge, by .countera.cting 
surface tension, funotions asa surfact~nt and 
assists in droplet shatk~dng. 

Sixlh,since c.hargeinje~on occurs on microsecond 
time scales it isre~tistioto considermodulating 
the injection pulsate orchestratethetemporal 
and spatial pi=u~ment of fuel within the 
combustion ci~ml~er. True eleetro~ic control 
can be exercised overthefud airratiothrough 
out the combustion chamber. 

Seventh, and most remarkably, atomization and 
dispersion is independent of flu{d properties 
and flow rate. 

This last attribute requires some explana~Jon. 

Eieol~ostatic spraying is the only atomization 
process quantitatively described by a first principles 
model (2). This model permits spray distributions 
(both dmplets'~re and charge level) to be caloulated 
with -25% accuracy without recourse to arbitrary 
constants. Briefly, mean drcple~diameter (d)forali 
Newtonian fluids end spra. y droplet sizes larger 
than -1 p.m can be shown to ~lhere to a simple 
rule: d(pJrn) = 75Npe, where p~ is the charge density 
(clm 3, p..~./mu=). 

This law has been verified to within several percent 
accuraeyforav~devsriety .of 11uids, flow rates and 
operating oonditions. As far as is ourrently known, 
mean d;oplet size {for purely electrostaLic 
atomization) iscompletely independentofallfactors 
save charge densi~, and reflec~s the quantum 
m~t;han~l behavior of free c, ba~e on the droplet 
surface. 

Charge Injection Atomization 

Questions concerning the basic physics of 
=tomization not withstanding, an immediate 
consequence of the theory is that high flow rate 
electrostatic atomization of all fluids could be 
aohieved by directly charge injecting the spray 
fluid. All that need be done is t~ submerge an 
electron gun in the fluid to be atomized and 
dispersed; this is the SPRAY TRIODE ® atomizer. 
Glossing over details covered in the references (2, 
3), allcharge injectionatomizers exhlblt~efollowlng 
behavioral chamotedstics: 

• Droplet self-dispersivity 
• Droplet size-lnsens{tNity to ttuld properties, 
flow rate 

• Narrow droplet size distdbutions 
• Electronically controllable droplet size 
• Enhanced droplet shattering 

and provide unique opportunities for improved fuel 
preparation. 

Extensive testing, in oonjunGtion with theory(a f ~ t  
principles modet of the SPRAY TRIODE atomizer 
(4) permits ab iniiio calculation of droplet size and 
charging distributions with -25% acouraoy), 
provides asburan~ that existing diesel nozzles 
esn be readily adapted to provide charge injection 
=tomiza~on and dispersion. This is illusi~ated by 
the cross sectional schernaUc of Rgure 2. 

~OH 
VOLTAGE 
LF.AD 

<.__- GROUNDED 
NOZELET~ 

INSULATOR 

C]RC~.AR 

Figure 2, Schematic of a Typical f/kdti.ofifice 
Diesel Injector Converted to a Charge 
Injection Eiectrosataic Atomizer, All Orifices 
in the Circumferential Row are "Serviced" by 
.a Single Emitter Electrode. Additional Rows 
of Ori~i=es .and Em~ttem ~an be Added to 
Further Reduce Delivery Pressure, 
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For masons explained in .the literature, SPRAY 
TRIODE atomizer orifices typically tall inthe 100 to 
300 /.urn diesel nozzle diameter size range, 
Consequently, since eleclrostatic atomi~'ation and 
dispersion are ~ndependent of flow rate, add~onal 
orif'mes and or slits can be added to satisfy the 
delivery requirement at a =ubst~ntially lower 
pressure and'pumping lx~wer level. Atomization/" 
dispersion is dec~upied from delivery requirements. 

This c~pabl~ity' Is alluded to in 1he schema~Jx; 
Figure 2 where =a circular emitter electrode 
"saUces" a ring of eight or more orifices. Several 
such groupings ~an be readily accommoda~,ed 
w~thin the confines of the sac region to form ~very 
tow pressure shower head nozzle," This is made 
poss~te by the fac~ Lhat charge injection ot0tim~lly 
occurs when the emitterlodfice entrance ~;ap 
distance is. a p p r o ~ t e l y  an odfice diameter. In 
other wools, cha~J~ inj~;~ion take~ place within 
volumel~ving dimenslonscomparabtet~lhe orifice 
diameter. Iris alsoworth noting thatcharged fluid 
can be transported withoutmeeningfu!loss through 
odfices having substantially higher-length to 
di=met~r ratio~ than those illustrated. • 

A special iirconiaftungsten emitter electrode 
assures reliable charge iniection. These electrodes 
have proven to be exceptionally tough, resistanL to 
degradation and straight forward, to produce In 
arbitrary shapes. Otherlhan this component, ~nd 
the insulated ttig~ voltage wire required for 
energiz~tion, no other atomizer components have 
to be accomrnodated with in ~e nozzls b oundari~s. 
Even if the rapid (MHz) response capability of' 
these devices is usedto tailor thespray/dispemlon 
characteristics of II-m charged plume for optimal 
combustion/emissions reduction, total power 
requirements will be low. An instantaneous flow 
rate of 100 mUs, charged to meaningfully high 4 C/ 
m s level, by application of 10 kV corresponds to a 
per nozzle instantaneous p~wer expenditure of 4 
Watts. Average power will be correspondingly 
less. Cabin lights will draw more power than the 
ek~cbo~.atic nozzles. Butwhat can beezpec.,ted of 
~he charged nozzle? 

Ch=rged Plume Behavior 

R. K. Avva of CFD Research Corporation has. 
modified their proprietary CFD-ACE simulation 
code (5) to include a self, consisl~nt description of 
charged droplet behavior for the purposes of 
evaluating ~e  influence charging h~s upon diesel 
injection. Introduction cf the long range electrical 
force, which place~ every charged droplet in 
communication with every other droplet in the 

plume, makessimulationsofthls nature dauntlngly 
complex and computationally intensive. 
Accordingly, the simulation was limited to deed top 
center of a 15:1 compression ratio truck engine 
with a chamber pressure of 4.4 MPa, 610°C 
temperature and a total nozzle flow ra~e of 0"1 Us 
through 280 pm diameter orifices, To lessen the 
computational burden, only one orifice was 
simulated and evaporation, but not ¢oml0ustion, 
taken into account. The drol~e! slze dis~bution 
was taken to be ll~at generated by a SPRAY 
TRIODE atomizer operating at 4 C/m ~, that is 
droplets in the 20 to 60 IJrn range with a dislfibution 
peak at approximately 52 turn. 

Figure 3 shows thel~rogrceion, at 0.1 ms intervab, 
ofa ~ e ,  uncharged266m/s bje~onvelocibj 
plume. Lateral droplet dispersion, starting 
approximately at 0.2 ms, is li~e amplified by the 
time the piston head/cylinder wall is ercountemd 
et the 0.4 ms mark. By contrast, modest droplet 
charging (4 C/m =) (Figure 4) immediately acts to 
expand the plume, Mix~ngis enhe~-tced, particularly 
durtrlg the laterphases of the injection puisewhere 
= em=li contingent of droplets has flowed under 
action of the plume self-t'~d to the ~digder head 
and is filling the far reaches 'of the chamber. 
Clearly charging is having a salutary effect on 
mixing and should positive~ impact combustion 
and emissions, "This simul=tlonsupports the notion 
that by controlling charging level during the course 
of fire injec~n pulse it will be possible m actively 
control combustion to meet specific ends. 

" '  " 1 '  ' ' 
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Figu=~ 3. Uncharged Plume Development at 
0.1 ms Intervals for Injection M 0.t Us 
Through a 280 pm Orifice at 268 m/s in 4.4 
MPa, 610~C Air 
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Figure 4, Ch~urged Plume {4 c/m =] 
Development at 0,1 ms Intervals for Injection 
of 0.! L/s Through a 280 pm Orifice at 288 ml 
s in 4.4 MPa, 610°(; Air, Cbmpare to Plots of 
Figure 3. 

In ~ddit~on tD providing new options to electfipal~ 
Gontrol atomization/dispersion and combustion, 
charge injection atomizersefferanolheradvantage. 
By dec~oupling, fluid de.livery and atomization/ 
mixing, a mad<ed reduction in fueldel'werypressure 
and an associated reduction in equipment and 
pumping costs is possible. This capability will net 
only benefit existing engines, but has. the potential 
to upgrade the large number or older, polluling 
diesels now in use world-wide. 

. . . . . .  

Figure 5. Uncharged Plume Development at 
0.1 ms Intervals for i~ection of 0.1 Us 
Through a ZeO pm Orifice at 100 rots in 4,4 
MPa, 610°C Air, Compare to Plots of Figure 3. 

Computational limitations precluded simul~ztion of 
plume behaviorforinjection velocitJes below 100 
m/s. Nevertheless, such injectors would exhibit a 
seven-fold reduction in ,'~P relative to the ex]~ng, 
268 m/s. example of Figures 3 and 4, 
Unsurprisingly, the uncharged 100 m/s plume (cf, 
Figure 5) exhibits markedly less lateral dispersion 
and penetrates 70% the distance of its 265 m/s 
counterpart. Again, the same plume droplet ¢ize 
distribution and chamber conditions areused. The 
situation is radically altered with the applic~ztion of 
clqarglng (Figure 6]. Self-fleic] repulsive effects, 
while only marginally improving penetration, actto 
expiostvelydisperse the plume laterally to such an 
extent that it,reaches both the cylinder and piston 
head. The peculiar "broccoii"-Iike appearance of 
the plume reflects a computa~orzal restraint 
requiring the use of an eight droplet size category 
histogram ra~her than a continuous profile, 

, . .  

° 

Figure 6. Charged Plume 14 Olin ~) 
Development at 0.1 ms Intervals for injection 
ofO,1 IJs Through a 280 pm Orifice at100 m/ 
s in 4.4 MPa, 610°(;; Air, Compare to Plots of 
Figures 4 and 5, 

As with all numerical simulations, criticism can be 
I.eve~edthat other assumptions ortechniques would 
lead to diffe.rent results, The essential pointto be 
madeis that while the details of the simulation can 
10e legitimately questioned, there is li~e room to 
doubt thet even small amounts of charging Pan 
produceglobally significant enhancementin droplet 
dispersiordmixing. 
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Summary 

Eledcicel control of plume development and droplet 
mixing can be achieved by reconfigudng existing 
nozzlesto directlycharge injection 1fuel. The ability 
to obtain improved atomization/mixing/combustion 
at lower Ap will certainly tower engine cost, improve 
reliability and can have a salut~y influence on 
emissions. The path is open for future engine 
designs in which electrostatic atomization obviates 
the need for turbulence and swid (~3). 
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REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT OF DIESEL PARTICULATES 

Kevin M, Morrison 
Electro-Mechanfcat Associates 

INTRODUGTION TE~;HNIGAL APPROAGH 

Real-time measurement of diesel particulates is 
essential for optimizing fuel economy and 
drivesbility while controlling p~tticul=tes on tl~e 
vadous cycles prescribed by the Envimnmen~I 
Prote¢'don Agency. A rapid particulate 
assessment is needed because of the usual 
particulate ovemh.oot when the load is ramped-up. 
The overshoot lasts only for-a few seconds anc 
thus  makes s teady  measurements  
unrepresentative of transient operation. 

This presentation describes a new, optically" based 
pa~culate meter which is suitable for both light 
and heavy duty diesel engine applications, steady 
state or transient. It can also be useful fer spark 
ignition engine development where particulates are 
a concern, i.e. direct injection combustion. 

BACKGROUND 

Electro-Mechanical Associates (EMA) is staffed 
mainly by actk, e or retired University of Michigan 
personnel from Mechanical Engineering and 
Apptied Mechanics, For more than 5 years EMA 
has been partnering with a major heavydutydiesel 
manufacturer to construct a "viable particulate 
meter capable of real time, on-line operation. "rhat 
effort has resulted in .the laser based meter 
described in this presentation. The meter has 
shown relatively good correlation with filter weights 
in both steady, and transient tests. It has proven 
essentia| for use in NOx/particulat~ optimization 
strategies, for it is now possible to rapidly identify 
operating modes which produce high levels, ol 
partiole~. The meter has also been useful for 
identifying bad c~nders or injectors. 

The particulate meter has been sho'~q~ to be much 
more sensitive to low engine-out soot levels than 
existing opa~itytype smoke meters. This will be ot 
increasing importance as regulations drive see1 
levels down further. Actually, the soot levels ot 
today's engines are below the useful range ol 
existing optical meters. Even filterweights are not 
very useful for engine development on the EPA 
transient cycle, due to the length o~ time required 
to get a measurable sample from a low emission 
engine and the p~rticL=latg overshoot effect. 

A laser beam reflects and scatters tight from the 
pa~rticulates. Thislight istransduced bytwo photo- 
detectors. The signals from the detectors are 
processed to provide a measure of the particle 
concentration and the average size of the 
particles. "i'he oulput is displayed in real time. 
Calibration is by comparison with filter weights. 
Steady mode and overall transient cycle results 
are obtained readily on a relative basis fore given 
engine, fuel and lubricant. Absolute value.s 
depend on the care of calibration, but relative 
values are usu~dly sufficient for emission system 
development purposes. Because the EMA 
particulate meter is based gn light reflecllon rather 
than attenuation, when compared to typical light 
extinction (opacity) meters, it is less prone to 
measurement error due to dirty windows or 
reduced light soum¢ output. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

• Sample rote of 5 to 10 per second (100 - 
200 ms). 

Respondswell on the EPA Heavy Duty Diesel 
Emission Test Cycle 

Particle size down to 0.1 microns or less 
(important for health effects). 

• Correlates primarily with dry paroles 
(insolubles). 

The meter is relatively simple, low cost and 
does not require the degree of test sail 
sophistication required of 1liter weight 
measurement ir~t~llat~ons. 

Problems with sooting of the optical system 
and reflexed =glare" are largely solved. 

Gives accurate directional information for a 
given engine, fuel and lubricant. 

• Provides real-time particle size estimate. 

SUMMARY 

With increasing emphasis on emissions and 
economy, many new engine and powertrain 
designs are evolving, such as direct injection 
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gasoline, light duty and utility diesel engines, and 
hybrids and vehicles wilh continuously vadable 
transmissions. NI these =~re potenti~Jly high 
particulate emitters either, because of 
heterogeneous combustion orextended high load 
ope[~ion. Direct injection engines, eitherdiesei or 
gasoline, exhibit increased particulates at high 
load and upon rapid increase of load. On 
transients the particulate increase fasts only a few 
seconds end depends, for example, on the volume 
of the intake manifold, turbo-chargerd=.lay, oxygen 
sensor and air meter response, and electronic 
control luel strategy. Steadv state fUter welghts do 
not give ¢:orrect d=ta for minimizing transient 
particulate emissions, it is very important to have 
real time data when tailoring such engines for 
minimum particulalu emissions in re~=l world 
driving and on the highly transient cycles 
pr~scdbed by EPA, 
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